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SB 0863  
Questions and Answers 

 
Bill:  Vehicle Laws – Enforcement and Use of Real–Time Digital Spotters 
https://mgaleg.maryland.gov/mgawebsite/Legislation/Details/sb0863?ys=2021RS 
 
How will distracted driving cameras be used in policing?  
-- Typically used in currently funded High Visibility Enforcement campaigns. 
 
How do you avoid over-policing or dis-proportionate policing? 
-- Approval of use by local justification is included in the bill. 
 
Will a law enforcement officer have the option to issue a citation based on the camera? 
-- Like other currently used camera-based systems (speed, school bus, traffic signal), the 
picture provides probable cause. The bill allows a review by a law enforcement officer who 
decides if a citation should be issued based on the picture. This is true no matter what detection 
likelihood level the camera AI threshold is set.  
 
What if the camera picture captures other violations? 
-- The camera’s AI software is not trained to detect features other than electronic device or seat 
belt use.  It is possible that other violations may be incidentally captured in a picture.  A law 
enforcement officer will have to use their judgement depending on the circumstances. 
 
How is the distracted driving threshold set for detecting violations, 80%, 99%? 
-- The camera AI can be set to any threshold.  The bill requires an law enforcement officer to 
review the camera “detection”, whatever the threshold is set at, to make the final determination 
of a violation.  In practice, detection level will be set at high confidence levels to minimize the 
times that law enforcement officer judgement is required. 
 
Is the fine set too low ($25: first offense, $50: second offense) such that drivers who 
receive a citation will pay it even if they believe they are innocent? 
-- Delegate Lopez indicates she is open to fine level change in the bill. 
 
Is there potential for escalation when the driver is stopped by law enforcement?  
-- Escalation is a risk in all traffic stops.  This bill will probably not increase the number of 
distracted driving traffic stops as the camera will be used as part of existing distracted driving 
High Visibility Enforcement (HVE) campaigns funded by the Maryland Highway Safety Office 
using FAST ACT grants. Most distracted driving citations are issued during the distracted driving 
HVE campaigns.  Each year, the MSHO provides about $250,000 in grants spread across about 
50 police departments for distracted driving High Visibility Enforcement campaigns. 
-- In 2017, Maryland law enforcement officers issued (from Maryland Highway Safety Office): 

● 33,741 citations issued for cell phone use, and  
● 2,575 citations for texting while driving.  

https://www.nhtsa.gov/document/maryland-fy2020-highway-safety-plan


-- HVE campaigns are carried out with large teams conducting the operation.  Potential for 
escalation during HVE is lowered by the “safety in number” the campaign provides. 
 
Privacy:  What can the camera “see”? 
-- The camera uses an infrared flash which uses thermal imaging to detect the unique 
characteristics of an electronic device (retangular, relatively hot) in a driver’s hand.  
-- The infrared flash enables day and night all weather operations. 
-- The camera will be mounted on the top of a ~25ft telescoping mast, as part of a mobile trailer 
system.  
-- The camera siting at a 45 degree angle is optimized to “see” the driver’s hands through the 
vehicle windshield.  This camera angle is not optimized for facial recognition. 
-- The camera is a thermal device.  It does not “see” colors. The gray scale picture shows 
thermal differences within the picture. Therefore, a driver’s racial characteristics in terms of skin 
color are not readily identifiable and not included in the camera’s AI detection programming. 
 
What is the camera AI software trained to detect? 
-- The camera AI function has been trained to identify hand-held electronic device and seat belt 
usage. The camera can be used to detect vehicle speed as well although this function is not 
part of the bill.  The camera AI system is trained to exclude from violation detection the legal use 
of electronic devices such as hands-free mounted cell phones and GPS.  
 
Where does distracted driving typically occur? 
-- Distracted driving is ubiquitous, occurring on all roadways.  A different question is where is it 
most dangerous to the drivers and other roadway users (bicyclists and pedestrians) who are 
endangered by drivers committing distracted driving violations.  High crash corridors are 
monitored by traffic safety programs in counties and municipalities which inform where High 
Visibility Enforcement will be concentrated. 
-- Maryland Highway Safety Office crash reports identifies the number of  distracted driving 
crashes by county: 

https://mva.maryland.gov/safety/Documents/2019-Benchmark-Reports/DistrDrBR-19Aug10-2020.pdf


 
-- The vast majority of phone use is in the first 5% of a trip, right when people are getting going. 
The worst time overall for distracted driving is at night, from 9pm to midnight, when drivers use 
their phones for an average of 30 seconds longer — an increase of 20%. (Source: Zendrive) 

https://zendrive.com/blog/distracted-driving-is-far-worse/


 
 
 
  



Acusensus' Heads-Up Solution Overview 
https://www.acusensus.com/heads-up/ 
 
Acusensus' Heads-Up Solution Overview - Video 
https://youtu.be/P7XOJosMMzk 
 
Victoria Trial Sheds Light On The Prevalence Of Distraction 
https://www.acusensus.com/victoria-trial-sheds-light-on-the-prevalence-of-distraction/ 
 
Distracted Driving Detection Camera - Trailer using a telescoping mast.  
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Example of Thermal Flash (gray scale infrared) photo from Distracted Driving Detection 
Camera 

 


